either reality-based 6 or fantasy-based online worlds. 7 In some of these virtual worlds, the emphasis is on developing personal relationships through social networking, 8 while others revolve primarily around achieving competitive game objectives. 9 Participants may engage in a laundry list of mundane or whimsical activities from decorating your virtual home and chatting with fellow avatars to slaying mythical monsters or accomplishing quests in a hero's journey."o Some virtual world members seek to improve real world outcomes through cooperation on political or philanthropic efforts," while others view virtual worlds as new venues for deviance' 2 and tortious and Fairfield, supra note 3, at 9. See infra note 15 and accompanying text.
6. See, e.g., HIPIHi WORLD, http://www.hipihi.com/en (last visited Aug. 11, 2011) (first 3-D virtual world in China with functioning economy, but government-censored); SECOND LIFE, http://www.secondlife.com (last visited Aug. 11, 2011) (official site with emphasis on 3-D social networking in various user-created living spaces and worlds); THE SIMS 3, http://www.thesims3.com (last visited Aug. 11, 2011) (official site of suburban life skills gaming environment); vSmDE, http://www.vside.com (last visited Aug. 11, 2011) (official site of teen social networking and music virtual environment).
7. See, e.g., ENTROPIA UNIVERSE, http://www.entropiauniverse.com (last visited Aug. 11, 2011) (official site with science fiction, planetary-based environment with real cash economy); EVE ONLINE, http://www.eveonline.com (last visited Sept. 8, 2011) (science fiction site set 20,000 years in the future involving mastering skills as spaceship pilots); FINAL FANTASY XIV, http://na.finalfantasyxiv.com/# (last visited Sept. 8, 2011) (fantasy world set in mythical Eorza focusing on heroic missions against evil forces).
8. See, e.g., GAIA ONLINE, http://www.gaiaonline.com (last visited Aug. 23, 2011) (official site of anime-inspired virtual world with emphasis on social networking and games); IMVU.coM, http://www.imvu.com (last visited Aug. 11, 2011) (official site focusing on social networking with 3-D chat and gaming fashion-based community).
9. See, e.g., GUILD WARS, http://www.guildwars.com (last visited Sept. 8, 2011) (official site of sword and sorcery role-playing game of battles and heroic tasks); RUNESCAPE, http://www.runescape.com (last visited Aug. 12. A great deal of heated, worldwide controversy has arisen over the issue of virtual child pornography and exploitation through "age play," sexual conduct with avatars who appear as minors in virtual worlds. While Second Life presents a myriad of potentially positive applications, it also has its share of potentially degrading influences. Perhaps the most troubling concerns posed by virtual worlds are the dangers of addiction, dehumanization, and detrimental effects on relationships and values. In one columnist's words, Second Life is "98% stupid, overrun with sex clubs, discos, casinos, yard sales, tragic architecture, and more shopping malls than the San Fernando Valley." Another observer, analogizing Second Life to "a seedy, derelict carnival,"
found Second Life to be dominated by the "breakdown of inhibition," resulting in "the triumph of amusement and distraction over meaning and purpose." Lin, supra note 11, at 107-08 (footnotes omitted).
13. Claims of criminal activity such as hacking, theft of virtual property, terrorism, gambling, fraud, stalking, and prostitution in virtual worlds have been reported. CASTRONOVA, supra note 3, at 237-38; DURANSKE, supra note 3, at 200-07; Lastowka & Hunter, supra note 3, at 122-25; Jack Balkin, Law and Liberty in Virtual Worlds, in STATE OF PLAY, supra note 3, at 97-98. Even in the early era of text-based online worlds, a "rape in cyberspace" was reported. CASTRONOVA, supra note 3, at 156; Lastowka & Hunter, supra note 3, at 122. In another instance, a woman in Japan was jailed for killing her virtual world's spouse by hacking into his account and deleting his avatar. Mari Yamaguchi, Woman in Japan Jailed in 'Killing' Virtual Spouse, ASSOCIATED 14. In one survey, about twenty percent of responders indicated that online worlds were their 'real' places of residence" with the bricks-and-mortar world viewed as "just a place you go to get food and sleep." Noveck, supra note 1, at 2. More importantly, Professor Noveck stated that regular participants in virtual worlds spend more time in these virtual societies than they do on the job or engaged in their own communities. Whereas here they do not vote, they do not bowl, they do not participate, and they do not follow pol-[Vol. 34
One activity typically missing within the contours of the virtual world is an effective, in-world conflict resolution process 15 to handle developer (or owner)-participant (or player) conflicts within the contours of the virtual world. 16 Despite the scholarly debate over the application of real world law to virtual world conflicts, 7 it is clear that most of these disputes, if brought forward at all, end up in real world courts 8 for final determination of party itics, "there" they do. "There" people are gathering, not to shoot space invaders or munch blips on the screen, but to participate in building new social universes. Most of these virtual environments require adversarial conflict resolution either in traditional courts 2 " or arbitration 2 to process disputes between game developers and members. A few sites' terms of use refer vaguely to "non-appearance based" conflict resolution options without further explanation of the nature of these processes. 22 Incongruously, these virtual realities often teach some of the key skills necessary for collaborative conflict resolution methods outside of traditional litigation, including strategic analysis of one's own and third party interests, 25 understanding other perspectives through shifting online identities, 6 balancing collaborative and competitive interactions with other parties, 27 and exploring creative solutions to achieve objectives. 28 Yet these virtual spaces seldom offer any meaningful opportunity for these skills learned inworld to be applied using the existing 3-D infrastructure to resolve these disagreements.
Id. at 2-3 (footnotes omitted
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This article calls for a new conflict resolution approach: the utilization of "immersive dispute resolution (IDR)" 3° to leverage both the communication and graphical technological advancements in 3-D virtual worlds 31 and the collaborative and strategic thinking skills virtual participants readily acquire in these digital experiences. 32 In this paper, Part II will discuss research on learning in virtual worlds 33 with a special emphasis on the key collaborative conflict resolution skills garnered through exploration, engagement, and play in virtual environments.
34 Part III examines current dispute resolution processes in forty-five 3-D worlds which emphasize adversarial methods and illustrate a failure to leverage the 3-D immersive technologies or the collaborative skills learned in these immersive environ- Learner engagement, or active learning, is considered essential to effective teaching, knowledge construction, and retention. 37 Pedagogical experts opine that too much of education is focused on the symbolic presentation of facts and abstract concepts separated from either an appropriate context or a practical application. 38 When information is divorced from context and practice, learners can become disengaged and are not able to retain information about or gain mastery of a subject matter. 39 Researchers have also found that play can be a vital pedagogical tool for enhancing substantive learning." n However, to ignite effective learning, the play needs to be connected to challenging and meaningful tasks. 4 [f]or games to encourage the sorts of problem solving, hypothesis generation and testing that are in evidence in effective mainstream games and in the best learning environments, the challenges need to be real and complex and difficult to [Vol. 34 ally structured with "progressively more difficult tasks that challenge players at the 'edge of their region of competence' and require the learning of new strategies." 42 Recently, there has been a surge of interest in the development of educational, or "serious," immersive games to increase learner engagement, 43 including the law school environment. 4 Some of this interest in virtual environments reflects the realization that today's students have grown up in a digital environment and are comfortable with emerging technologies. 45 This generation of students learns differently and finds it more difficult to learn in the traditional teach, test, and repeat way that baby boomers learned concepts. 46 Generally, these digital era students tend to prefer exploring ideas in solve... "wicked-problems" that have no simple closed solution. In itself, this is a benefit to the game.... a complex, difficult and problematic challenge. Today's students -K through college -represent the first generations to grow up with this new technology. They have spent their entire lives surrounded by and using computers, videogames, digital music players, video cams, cell phones, and all the other toys and tools of the digital age. Today's average college grads have spent less than 5,000 hours of their lives reading, but over 10,000 hours playing video games (not to mention 20,000 hours watching TV). Computer games, email, the Internet, cell phones and instant messaging are integral parts of their lives.
It is now clear that as a result of this ubiquitous environment and the sheer volume of their interaction with it, today's students think and process information fundamentally differently from their predecessors. These differences go far further and deeper than most educators suspect or realize. "Different kinds of experiences lead to different brain structures," says Dr. Bruce D. Perry of Baylor College of Medicine .... [I] t is very likely that our students' brains have physically changed -and are different from ours -as a result of how they grew up." a collaborative and interactive context with customizable, rather than static, content. 47 Since the 1990s, education researchers have examined the potential value of virtual worlds in the learning process. 48 Research on training programs in 3-D synchronous and asynchronous virtual environments shows great educational potential in such varied fields as medicine, 49 [t]his kind of ambiguous play is markedly different from historical, predigital games. Traditionally, we have needed instructions in order to play a game. But now we're often invited to learn as we go. We explore the game space, and the computer code effectively constrains and guides us. We learn how to play by carefully observing what the game allows us to do and how it responds to our input. As a result, most gamers never read game manuals.
Id.
48 Although still in its early stages, current pedagogical research illustrates that immersive game play has tremendous and often untapped potential for improving learner engagement and excitement about active learning. 56 Unlike a standard classroom, these environments aid learning through both learner immersion in a 3-D world 57 and interaction with peers and content in these environments. 5 " In these immersive spaces, participants can use avatars to shed a sense of self-consciousness and anxiety about grasping new information and skills. 59 In some instances, a fantasy or mythical setting or other The lack of student motivation evident in traditional schooling has been viewed by many educational theorists and researchers as largely a consequence of the routinized decontextualization of instruction-the presentation of knowledge to students in its most abstract forms. Learning is removed from contexts in which is [sic] has instrumental utility and divorced from students' intrinsic interests. In contrast, effective games embed learning in meaningful situations that are endogenous to the game itself The personally meaningful and valued social and material worlds in which game learning takes place may be "virtual" from an outsider's perspective; however, they have a psychological reality for the player that directly mediates the player's level of immersion, persistence in the face of challenges, and intrinsic desire to learn. Gaming can make it possible for new, situated understandings to be developed through embodied experiences in complex domains that are otherwise inaccessible. Factual learning comes more easily when learners are immersed in personally meaningful experiences and use those facts for achieving desired ends within that situated domain. context that the learner cannot possess or inhabit in the real world heightens the sense of immersion and increases learner motivation and active learning. 6 " Further, virtual world participants become so immersed that they often lose track of time when participating 6 ' with "the game the only relevant reality" 62 which increases levels of engagement. Success over obstacles empowers participants and fuels their desire to remain immersed in these online worlds. 63 In commercial games, high quality interfaces, graphics, and sounds create a truly realistic sensory experience that promotes participant suspension of belief and immersion in 3-D worlds. 64 Immersive learning environments can help to connect the traditional classroom with constructivist and situated learning and to aid curricular objectives through the use of collaborative and interactive settings. 65 Some academics may scoff at the value of immersive game play in educational institutions as lacking rigor 66 and serving as just another fad in "edutainment. ' ' 67 However, pedagogical experts contend that serious games, ty E-Learning Environment, DISTANCE LEARNING, no. 1, 2006 at 33 (2006), available at http://www.usdla.org/assets/pdf files/USDLADistanceLearning.pdf (ProQuest, unpaginated). As to video games, Professor Gee discusses the role of "psychosocial moratorium" which finds that games can provide "a learning space in which the learner can take risks where real-world consequences are lowered. After all, you can save the game and start back at the save point when you fail.... [T]he cost of caring is not prohibitive, as it often is in school." GEE, supra note 37, at 59. 60. Wideman et al., supra note 37, at 3-4, 7. Professor Wideman and his team noted that, "[elvidence of the importance of meaningful contextualization in educational games can be seen in a series of experiments by Lepper and colleagues, who found that providing concrete contextualizations for solving gamelike puzzles by embedding them in a simple fantasy narrative markedly enhanced student motivation and learning." Id. at 3. social constructivismj° and situated cognition or learning. 71 Cognitive constructivism eschews traditional objectivist learning theory based on a transmission of information from instructor to student 72 or as truths objectively discovered in the learning process.
73 Constructivism focuses primarily on the notion that an individual constructs knowledge through first-person experiences and interaction with information.
7 ' Through these interactions, learners construct and attach personal meaning to concepts from these experiences. 7 5 This approach views learners, not as passive recipients of information, but as gaining knowledge through experiences.
76
[g]ames technologies ...have for some time struggled to be taken seriously within the educational arena. Games, with their emphasis on fun and pleasure, and their often (to an adult eye) repetitive challenges, have until recently been seen as a distraction from the more serious business of computer aided learning.
I.
[lit is only relatively recently that sustained educational research has been carried out in this area. What research that does exist, however, is increasingly pointing towards the potential of computer games to offer children powerful opportunities not only to learn through experience, but to develop meta-level reflections on strategies for learning. 76. Almala, supra note 59, at 35. Professor Almala indicated that constructivism is a post-modem approach to learning and indicates that the five main aspects of constructivism are "(1) a complex and relevant leaming environment; (2) social negotiation; (3) multiple perspective and multiple modes of learning; (4) ownership in learning; and (5) self-awareness and knowledge construction." Id. He added that these five factors are essential to an effective online learning course. Id.
Id. (citations omitted
Experiential education or apprenticeship opportunities where individuals "learn by doing" are other examples of the cognitive constructivist perspective. 77 In virtual realities, participants can roam a wide range of both realistic environments, like The Sims Online or Second Life, or fantasy environments, such as medieval World of Warcraft or space age EVE Online. Residents of virtual worlds experience and interact with in-world content learning about the world, its norms, and limitations.
Another branch of constructivism, social constructivism, indicates that learning is at its core a social activity or experience. 78 Social constructivism moves beyond individual experiences and suggests that learning emanates from collaboration and social interaction between small groups of learners. 79 These small group interactions between students or students and an instructor will help transcend and amplify the individual's ability to learn on their own.8 This perspective moves the role of teacher from "sage on the stage" to "guide on the side."'" The social aspects of virtual worlds can be learned through interacting and allying one's self with other participants in-world as well as learning through interactions on numerous ancillary web sites, discussion boards, and online forums and exchanges. 82 Learning in advanced gaming occurs largely as an iterative process in which concrete experience is observed and reflected on, leading to the development of mental models and inferences that are then applied to the environment to test emergent conclusions, generating further concrete experience. This "trial-anderror" approach to meeting the types of challenges common to most recreational games has been seen as supporting the development of logical thinking and problem-solving skills. The process embodies Kolb's four-stage model of effective experiential learning; it is how children naturally learn outside of the school context, and it forms the basis for many types of expert practice. [Vol. 34 help guide newcomers early on through hints that may appear on screen as the player becomes more acquainted with the world.3
Id. at 3 (citations omitted
Situated cognition or learning largely values the importance of learning by active participation, rather than just experiences, in a broader authentic social or cultural context. 8 This learning theory looks to opportunities for learners and teachers to participate in challenging, problem-solving activities, to take on multiple roles and perspectives, 5 and to model the behavior of mentors who are experts in the domain. 86 The situated learner is both influenced by and influences the learning environment, first as a novice and then learning and adapting toward greater mastery and fuller participation in an interconnected domain. 87 A newcomer starts out on the periphery of a world 8 but, through practice and participation, acquires greater knowledge and stronger connection between the learner and other individuals carrying out similar or shared activities in a "community of practice." 89 As a commu-83. See Hobbs et al., supra note 38, at 3.3; Lim et al., supra note 37, at 222. 84. GEE, supra note 37, at 8-9; Dickey, supra note 38, at 448; Quay, supra note 68, at 107-08; Wideman et al., supra note 37, at 3-4. In reviewing an Active Worlds 3-D modeling class, Professor Dickey stated,
[The] class also supported many characteristics of situated learning. Underlying situated learning is the belief that "knowledge is contextually situated and is fundamentally influenced by the activity, context, and culture in which it is used." Characteristics of situated learning include authentic context and activity, access to expert modeling, multiple roles and perspectives, and scaffolding and mentoring.
Dickey, supra note 38, at 447-48 (citations omitted) 85. GEE, supra note 37, at 54-55; Dickey, supra note 38, at 448-49; Wideman et al., supra note 37, at 3. 86. Dickey, supra note 38, at 448-49; Hobbs et al., supra note 38, at 1 3.3; Lim et al., supra note 37, at 218, 229; Wideman et al., supra note 37, at 4-5.
87. Quay, supra note 68, at 107-08; Wideman et al., supra note 37, at 4-5. 88. This tentative beginning at the edges is referred to as noted theorists Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger's "concept of legitimate peripheral participation." Quay, supra note 68, at 107. See GEE, supra note 37, at 123-24. Professor Gee notes that effective games allow novices to work through "subdomains" of the online world that are basic training modules for the fuller world and are not merely "thrown into the 'real' thing-the full game-and left to swim or drown." Id. at 123-24.
89. Researchers Lave and Wagner are also credited with this idea. Hobbs et al., supra note 38, at 2.1; Quay, supra note 68, at 108, 111; Wideman et al., supra note 37, at 4-5.
Communities of practice are groups of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do, and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly. The benefits include engagement with activities, feelings of connectedness, increased satisfaction [,] belonging and trust, support, increased confidence, personal development and even a sense of fun. Such groups are defined by what members do together, and are seen to develop around 'things that matter', such as learning and the kinds of open ended problems that benefit from informal col-nity of practice is developed, it is strengthened by overlapping relationships between participants, activities, and worlds over a period of time. 9 " For example, a novice in a 3-D world may only be tangentially involved in an online community at the start. To gain knowledge, the new user may consult manuals and ancillary chat rooms or message boards to learn more about and to problem-solve through the different aspects or levels in the world. 9 Through continued engagement, the participant learns through practice and interactions with in-world content and through greater connectedness with more experienced members participating in that virtual world. 92 Eventually, the novice becomes a more experienced, knowledgeable member of the community who may influence or shape its future through participation, interaction, and offering advice to both less and more experienced members of the world. 93 Overall, 3-D worlds provide fertile grounds for learning under these various learning theories. Within the context of these virtual worlds, commercial game developers expect and design for learning to take place in order for that knowledge to be applied to in-world activities. 94 In online gaming and virtual realities, participant learning cycles generally follow four basic steps: 1) gathering information through interaction; 2) analyzing information and identifying relationships between interactive information; 3) problem-solving and making decisions about the information gathered; and, 4) selecting options and taking action based upon the collected knowledge and prior practice. 95 Throughout this cycle, players must interact, collaborate, strategize, and problem-solve to progress through the game or proceed through the world. 96 Although world developers never intended it, laborative activity. It is stating the obvious that when people enjoy the social aspects of a task they tend to work better, but perhaps it is a little less obvious that these informal socialisation skills can and should be encouraged in an academic setting.
Hobbs et al., supra note 38, at 2.1. See GEE, supra note 37, at 65 (pointing out the importance of practice in learning and retention of knowledge). [Vol. 34 this iterative cycle tracks closely the key steps of collaborative methods of dispute resolution, such as interest-based negotiation and mediation. 97 In a virtual world, participants must gather information through their exploration of and experiences in-world, their interaction with other players and in-world content and their consultation of play guides, discussion boards, chat rooms, and other informational sources. 98 Some information may not be known or readily identifiable, and a player may need to use strategic thinking to determine how to find this information. 99 Similarly, in preparing for and participating in a real world negotiation or mediation, parties must also collect information either through their personal experience or by a review of relevant documentation.' 0 There may be information that is missing because it is in the hands of another party or not recognized by either party as important to their conflict. Once in the session, parties may gather additional information through interactions with the other party, such as party opening statements, discussions of disputed facts, and accumulation of other relevant documents. 01 Once information has been collected, then a party must analyze that information to determine its strategic relevance in accomplishing certain tasks or quests to advance to the next level or to more fully participate in a virtual world. 02 Players may take on multiple identities through avatars to examine information from differing perspectives to determine its meaning and value as to in-world tasks or quests.' 03 The player may also decide to form allianc- A key feature of virtual worlds is their flexibility about identity: They allow players to assume multiple identities and take on new social roles. Multiple identities and role playing are hardly unique to virtual worlds. Nevertheless, the graphical representation of avatars is one of virtual worlds' most salient characteristics, and it creates a wide range of interesting problems about identity and personal privacy. Virtual spaces encourage people to adopt new and multiple identities, which are often very different from their real-world identity. The rules of the space, controlled by the game gods, regulate what kinds of identities peo-es and collaborate with others in an effort to improve their comprehension of key facts and in-world rules and norms as well as further their common objectives.'04 In an actual negotiation or mediation, participants also need to analyze information and determine its relevance in processing their dispute.°5 Parties will also have to consider another party's interests, at times putting themselves in another's shoes, to test their understandings and analyses of the issues. 0 6 The parties will need to collaborate with each other and/or with a third party neutral to generate options for achieving party interests. 1 07 In multi-party disputes, parties may also decide to form alliances with others to promote their understanding of key concerns and to advance their interests. o8
See infra
Whether acting individually or in concert with others, the utilization of problem-solving skills are fundamental to both leveling up or advancing in online role-playing games' 0 9 as well as successfully concluding real world pie can adopt, and whether they can keep their real-world identity hidden and separate from their online identities. STATE OF PLAY, supra note 3, at 10. See GEE, supra note 37, at 49-50 (discussing notions of virtual, real world and projective identities in online role-playing games).
104. CASTRONOVA, supra note 3, at 114-15; GEE, supra note 37, at 37-38; McGONIGAL 111. Fabricatore, supra note 40, at 4. Professor Fabricatore indicates that strategic thinking is at the heart of the decision-making stage in online environments.
In this stage, the player has already gathered and analyzed all the information that she considers necessary to "make the next move", has drawn all her conclusions about the status of the virtual world, and consequently she faces the task of deciding what to do. In this context, strategic thinking is very probably the most important talent required. In videogames very few decisions are made based on the certainty of their outcome, and usually the player decides based on her belief of how the results of her course of action will affect her struggle to achieve the goals of the game, and based on the resources available and needed to act. Therefore, making decisions usually imply managing risks and resources, which in turn stresses the importance of strategic thinking, and how the decision-making stage is an ideal context to develop it. Additionally, decisions are never free: as mentioned in the previous section, every game as [sic] rules, and whatever the player wishes to do, she will always be subject to the rules. Therefore, known rules are always considered as a fundamental element to make decisions. Furthermore, unknown rules may be a good teacher to refine strategic thinking, once the player analyzes a strategy that did not lead to the expected outcome, and determines why and how the unknown rules (and eventually other unexpected events) determined the failure of her strategy.
Fabricatore, supra note 40, at 3.2.
112. GEE, supra note 37, at 65, 217; Facer et al., supra note 37, at 407; Wideman et al., supra note 37, at 3. See supra note 76 and accompanying text. Professor Facer and her research team found that especially in "massively multiplayer online games, players are fully able to develop strategic and critical thinking [skills] ... as part of a gaming community in which the dominant pedagogic approaches consist ofjust-in-time learning, trial and error and participation in activities with more knowledgeable others." Facer et al., supra note 37, at 407. See supra notes 77 and accompanying text.
Lastly, gamers must then choose their options and take action, "1 3 sometimes being successful in their strategies, other times failing and returning back to a lower level by losing points or prestige they previously earned.
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Immersive environments reward persistence in practicing skills over and over until one achieves expertise." 5 Similarly, disputing parties may make positive headway in a negotiation or mediation session applying certain strategies. However, at other times their chosen strategies may cause setbacks in the process or completely wipe out any common ground the parties may have initially achieved. By continuing to persist in seeking out common ground, disputing parties may be able to achieve consensus and settlement in real world disputes." 6 The game designs of many immersive environments often track key steps and skills needed for collaborative dispute resolution methods. Yet with all of this emphasis on collaboration and strategic thinking, it is unfortunate that few virtual worlds make any meaningful use of this game-based learning or immersive technologies in handling conflicts between developers and participants.
III. DEVELOPER-PLAYER CONFLICTS AND ADVERSARIAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION OPTIONS IN MAJOR VIRTUAL WORLDS
In immersive environments, End User Licensing Agreements (EULAs) typically specify the rights and responsibilities of virtual world developers and players in-world.' ' These EULAs may be informally supplemented through the development of in-world norms" 8 or superseded by real world civil and criminal laws." 9 Normally, these agreements focus on the preservation of intellectual property rights 2° 116. FREY, supra note 100, at 86-88; 100; PONTE & CAVENAGH, supra note 100, at 63, 70-74, 76-77, 100-101. 117. CASTRONOVA, supra note 3, at 157; Fairfield, supra note 17, at 1022; Jankowich, supra note 5, at 1, 2, 5, 9-12; Quinn, supra note 2, at 759, 772-74; Risch, supra note 17, at 2, 27-28. See supra note 17 and accompanying text.
118. CASTRONOVA, supra note 3, at 157; Risch, supra note 17, at 3, 10-12, 33-36. See supra note 17 and accompanying text. The resolution of disputes between players, perhaps with the assistance of a mediator, are generally not addressed in EULAs, but might occur informally through in-world norms. See Schmitz, supra note 22, at 213-14 (author notes development of "community courts" to handle buyer-seller disputes on eBay India).
119. See supra note 13 and accompanying text. Risch, supra note 17, at 42-43. 120. Fairfield, supra note 17, at 1018, 1022; Jankowich, supra note 5, at 7-9; Quinn, supra note 2, at 759, 772-773, 780. Mr. Quinn notes that [Vol. 34 control over the continued operation of, and player behavior in, the immersive environment. 121 World owners usually maintain a unilateral self-help right to terminate individual participation for any or no reason at all.
12 2 Because EULAs, like most online agreements, are clickwrap contracts of adhesion, there are no opportunities for world residents or consumers to negotiate any terms, including dispute resolution options. 1 2 3 EULAs are routinely criticized for being heavily weighted toward the protection of developer rights and remedial options while offering little to no protection of participant rights. 124 The universe of immersive environments is an ever-changing one. This author chose forty-five immersive worlds with an effort to represent sites for children, teens, and adults, as well as 3-D worlds with both gaming versus social networking objectives.' 25 Each selected site was reviewed to identify:
The licensors of these virtual worlds, overwhelmingly American corporations, have chosen to preemptively address all potential questions of virtual property or general user rights of virtual worlds via adhesion contracts, commonly known as clickwrap licenses. These license agreements are exhaustive and as aggressively drafted as U.S. consumer contract law allows. They usually require the licensee to disclaim all potential property rights and the right to sue. Additionally, the agreements grant absolute authority over the licensee's ability to access the world and control virtual assets to the licensor. This structure effectively installs another level of alternative dispute resolution prior to arbitration. These agreements constitute an extremely contractarian approach to the online Wild West.
Quinn, supra note 2, at 759.
121. Fairfield, supra note 17, at 1023-24; Jankowich, supra note 5, at -712; Quinn, supra note 2, at 759, 773, 780. Mr. Jankowich noted that "[t]ension permeates the governing agreements because virtual worlds are controlled by authoritarian proprietors and are populated by crowds of participants who seek unscripted interaction." Jankowich, supra note 5, at 7. See Quinn, supra note 2, at 759.
122. Fairfield, supra note 17, at 1023; Jankowich, supra note 5, at 18-20, 43-48; Quinn, supra note 2, at 759, 773, 780. See infra Table 1. 123. Fairfield, supra note 17, at 1022; Jankowich, supra note 5, at 7, 49-50. Many users do not read these agreements because of their complex legalese and inability to make any changes to these virtual world agreements. Jankowich, supra note 5, at 49-50. The continuing standardization of terms of service in virtual worlds means that participants who few alternative options to oppressive EULAs. Id 124. See generally Fairfield, supra note 17, at 1018-24, 1063-68 (asserting that "game gods" claim too much control in virtual worlds and should be viewed as similar to telephone companies under minimalist common carriage framework); Jankowich, supra note 5, 7-54 (criticizing various aspects of EULAs as oppressive and one-sided form of government in virtual environments); Quinn, supra note 2, at 780-89 (calling for application of European Union's approach to consumer contracts which provides broader protections from unfair terms in contracts of adhesion); see also (1) whether or not the terms of service permitted owners to terminate players unilaterally, regardless of the continued existence of the immersive environment; (2) whether the terms of service included any clause about the resolution of disputes between the site's owner and participants; (3) what dispute resolution processes are identified for player-developer disputes; and (4) what choice of law was mandated in the terms of service. 1 2 6 Although many 3-D virtual environments are located in the United States, sites with national bases outside the United States were considered as well because many expressly target English-speaking users. 1 27 Although game-based learning promotes collaboration, few worlds ever leverage their 3-D capabilities or their players' collaborative skills in order to cooperatively resolve in-world disputes. When disputes arise between developers and end-users, most immersive worlds still look to adversarial processes in the real world to resolve these conflicts . A majority of the selected sites require the use of traditional world courts in the developer's home country or home state without any reliance on immersive technologies. Nearly all of the immersive worlds considered retained a unilateral right to terminate participants for any or no reason.' 28 Those sites that do not demand litigation often select adversarial arbitration methods. Depending upon the site, these arbitrations may be inperson, by telephone or other non-appearance-based methods, such as e-mail or written submissions.' 2 9 Some sites opting for arbitration before the American Arbitration Association (AAA) required the use of its commercial rules, 3° while others allowed for the use of its consumer rules,' which are better-suited for typical players or end-users. Despite the technological complexity of these sites, most 3-D worlds did not typically include hyperlinks, video clips, or podcasts to educate or more frilly inform the public 126. See infra Several sites made limited use of informal negotiation, such as requiring a party to negotiate with a developer's law department or customer service before filing a claim for arbitration. 133 However, these sites do not indicate how this method will proceed or provide any explanatory information to users. In addition, it is difficult to see how facts will be independently determined or verified' 34 or how a typical consumer will fare without adequate negotiation, training, or experience against more seasoned customer service or legal staff. 3 ' While online mediation might help the parties to more objectively determine facts and even the playing field between participants and developers, none of the reviewed immersive sites identified mediation as a dispute resolution option.' 36 These 3-D worlds are nearly uniform in seeking to outsource their adversarial conflict resolution mechanisms to entities'outside of the immersive environment; primarily the courts and arbitration services providers.' 3 7 Even in those virtual worlds that utilize informal negotiation, parties are directed to the company's law firm or customer service organization outside of the immersive realm. The results of Table 1 make it clear that most virtual world sites are either unwilling or unable to utilize IDR involving collaborative or facilitative dispute resolution methods. Part of this reluctance may stem from concerns about the time and costs involved in developing, operating, and maintaining in-world dispute resolution processes.' 42 Other sites may be concerned about detracting from their fantasy or role-playing environments with real world problems. 13 Many sites may simply prefer to rely upon courts to set precedent in their conflicts in hopes of supporting their legal position. " The costs of court and arbitration proceedings and travel to distant states or nations may also be a way for some virtual worlds to deter small-dollar claims by consumers from ever being brought. '
5
Regardless of the reason, it is obvious that facilitative dispute processes are largely nonexistent to resolve owner-player disputes in virtual environments.' 46 The emphasis has been on adversarial processes that may only serve to further alienate disgruntled users from developers and to harm these continuing commercial relationships. 14 One important step forward would be to offer and promote in-world mediation services 4 8 that draw upon users' collaborative and strategic skills garnered from game-based learning in virtual worlds. These virtual worlds could hyperlink to sites or offer video clips or podcasts explaining the mediation process. 149 Most end-users have little experience with or knowledge of collaborative dispute resolution methods. Therefore, any impetus to use facilitative processes in IDR will need to come from existing dispute resolution providers. Currently, most dispute resolution professionals and organizations seem to be sitting passively on the sidelines of 3-D virtual worlds. 5 ' Yet organizations such as the AAA 5 ' or the Better Business Bureau Online' have tremendous experience mediating disputes between consumers and businesses. In many instances, they already possess connections with a broad range of industries, including virtual worlds. These types of entities have professional administrative staff, lists of experienced mediators, and established rules of procedure that have been tested for years. Rather than rest on traditional approaches, dispute resolution providers need to reach out to a new generation and to recognize the natural synergies between their services and the skills and abilities learned in immersive environments. These organizations could work with virtual worlds to develop in-world dispute resolution centers that have often been suggested but seldom carried out in full measure. These organizations could also provide opportunities for members of the public to learn about and practice facilitative dispute resolution pro- cesses in immersive environments. While game-based learning has laid the foundation for collaborative skills and strategic thinking, these providers could breathe life into IDR processes by setting up shop in virtual worlds or allowing developers and participants in the avatar form to handle their disputes using immersive technologies on their sites.
Some commentators might wonder why simply using telephone, online video conferencing, e-mails, or other non-appearance-based adversarial proceedings' 5 3 are not sufficient to handle these in-world conflicts. Three key reasons exist for supporting facilitative IDR processes to resolve in-world disputes. First, unlike other forms of interaction, research shows that virtual worlds promote collaboration, creativity, role-playing, and strategic decision-making. ' 5 4 As discussed earlier, immersive environments develop skills essential to effective facilitative dispute resolution methods.' 5 5 Further, the use of an avatar-mediator will help to level the playing field between developer and player, to more objectively determine the relevant facts and to aid the parties in exploring options and fashioning mutually acceptable outcomes. ' 56 This approach may also allow for community norms to develop around collaboration and strategic thinking to improve overall community life and cooperative norms in the virtual world.' 57 Through fair and effective dispute resolution programs, developers may also end up improving overall customer satisfaction and maintain greater player loyalty to their 3-D sites. "' Second, any formal dispute resolution process would be alien to many users of virtual worlds and experienced parties, such as a developer's customer service personnel or legal representatives, would have a clear unfair advantage over the average consumer.' 59 The anonymity of the avatar and the screen of technology may help some participants to more candidly participate in the process than if they had to expose their own identities or be subjected to personal scrutiny. 6 full-blown adversarial process, laypeople may feel more at ease behind the masks of their avatar and less comfortable in processes grounded in direct conflict engagement. 16' The IDR process may move forward more smoothly if an individual's lack of confidence or self-consciousness about conflict is reduced or alleviated in the immersive proceeding. Some individuals become more defensive, adversarial, and even offensive when they are F2F with opponents. Defensive posturing can lead parties' discussions off-course and dilute the substance of case presentations.... Privacy and anonymity may also lead parties to be more forthright and truthful in their statements. Although it seems that anonymity would prompt dishonesty, it actually may create a space for comfortable but contained communications. (footnotes omitted).
Schmitz, supra note 22, at 203-04.
161. See supra note 160 and accompanying text. Professor Galves notes that using an online dispute resolution (ODR) process allows consumers to interact in an environment with which they are familiar and comfortable-the Internet. Traditional courtrooms and conference rooms of mediators and arbitrators involve legal formalities and an "us versus them" environment that often intimidates parties involved in a dispute. Additionally, many e-commerce consumers have far less experience in dealing with attorneys and the process of litigation or ADR than their counterparts who might be institutional sellers from large companies .... Placing the parties in a comfortable and familiar forum tends to allow for a faster and more relaxed resolution of the dispute that is focused on the merits.... ODR also avoids the common problem of party confrontations that are inherent in traditional courtrooms and ADR conference rooms. Parties do not have the opportunity to look into each other's eyes and try to intimidate one another, or force each other into submission with their obvious attributes of wealth, or have lawyers cross-examine the parties in a confrontational manner. Rather, the only thing being considered in ODR are the merits of the dispute ... The dispute is stripped down to the essence of the parties' interests and positions. 
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as e-mail, automated software programs, or video conferencing, 164 never effectively captured or maintained public interest in these systems. 65 Gamebased learning has shown that participants are more likely to persist in tasks and remain engrossed if high quality interfaces, graphics and sounds create an immersive sensory experience. 166 Participants in these virtual environments have come to expect these quality immersive experiences, 167 which could be replicated within the contours of the game through a 3-D dispute resolution center or processes or by dispute resolution providers on their own sites.
As more and more individuals gain collaborative and strategic abilities in 3-D worlds, 168 it would be unfortunate to see those skills ignored aside once a conflict arises between an end-user and a developer. With millions already inhabiting virtual worlds and millions more expected to do so in coming years, the skills and technological foundation for IDR has already being laid in 3-D immersive games and social networking sites and hold the promise for future experimentation and development in the conflict resolution field. It is up to forward-thinking dispute resolution providers and professionals to recognize the natural connections between their facilitative services and the collaborative skills and strategic thinking abilities learned in immersive environments every day. A new digital generation continues to live, learn, and collaborate in virtual worlds. While ODR processes never truly won meaningful public support, IDR could effectively bring together 3-D immersive technologies with facilitative dispute resolution skills. With proper support from and planning by conflict resolution professionals and organizations, immersive dispute resolution can become the next major evolution of dispute resolution in the coming decades. 
